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- RECAP OF CONVERSION OF OSIRIS TO SELICIDE

The conversion of the Osiris core from "Caramel" to silicide forms part of the move towards
standardising a well-known fuel, developed in the context of the RERTR programme, and used by the
majority of reactors. Tis standardisation makes it possible to anticipate reduced manufacturing and
reprocessing costs in the long term. When the reactor went critical in 1966, the core was loaded 93%
in UAl and an initial conversion was made in 1985 towards Caramel fuel 7.5%). This conversion was
carried out in one go, and involved certain reactor modifications (increase of core flowrate etc.).

For the conversion to silicide, two modes have been considered:

- either the conversion in one go, by creating a core entirely composed of new U3Si2 elements. For
this initial core, the uranium masses of the various elements must be different, so as to best
simulate the bumup (expressed in megawatt days per tonne of total uranium, MWd/t) of the
elements constituting a core in the steady state (in Osiris the most reactive elements are placed
around the edges of the core).

or gradual conversion, consisting of introducing an increasing number Of U3Si2 elements in the core
as the spent Caramels are unloaded. Therefore, with this system Caramel elements and silicide
elements co-habit until the core has been completely converted.

Following financial analysis, the second mode was adopted, as it allows the complete stock of
Caramel elements to be gradually used up.

The saving corresponds to the cost of around thirty Carainel-type fuel elements (which it would have
been necessary to bum incompletely) and around twenty "exotic" silicide elements, with a lower 2-5 U
load (which would have needed to be specially manufactured for a limited lifetime). The
corresponding financial gain was estimated in 1990 as being around 20 million French Francs.

2 - OVERVIEW OF PREPARATORY WORK REQUIRED TO OBTAIN SAFETY
AUTHORITY APPROVAL AND TO START THE CONVERSION

2.1 - Reactor compatibility

An identical outside geometry, a similar flowrate and line-loss, and a comparable hafnium basket
make the whole silicide core compatible with the reactor in its current state. Furthermore, this enables
the core to be converted gradually. Therefore, the following consequences can be reiterated:

• compatibility with the existing shell,

• no need to modify main and secondary coolant systems,

• identical control rod drop drive mechanism and control rod drop time (after counter-weight has
been modified),

• no modification to instrumentation and control,

• identical operating mode and rules,

• fuel storage and handling rules retained.
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With reaard to the differences, the following points are to be noted:

• the weight of the element is lower. The core overall is thus lighter. Change from around 13 to 0.8 t,

• the control rod counter-weight needs to be modified,

• the body of the element is no longer zircaloy, but AG3. With regard to the materials, this
constitutes a return to a familiar situation for the operating rganisation (UAI).

2.2 - Neutron studies

We adopted the "conventional" solution, already used at Osiris, with the highly-enriched U-Al fuel, of
placing boron in the side plates of the standard fuel elements and the followers of control elements.

This studie revealed:

• an increase in the number of elements consumed of around 30%,

• an increase in y heating (to be taken into account for the experimental devices),

• little variation in thermal flux over the outside surfaces 9% to 7%),

• a very advantageous increase in thermal flux inside the core 20% to 36%).

2.3 - Hydraulic tests

The basic principle adopted when the silicide ftiel characteristics were being adopted was to retain a
circulation flowrate in the core and thus a line loss comparable to that of the Caramel core.

Full scale hydraulic tests were then conducted on a standard element to confirm its line loss
characteristics and to check its behaviour under forced circulation.

These tests made it possible to confirm the final positioning adopted with 22 plates. The line loss
measured for the element is slightly lower than that of the Caramel element.

2.4 - Thermal hydraulic studies

2.4.1 - Core in steady-state thermal hydraulic regime

The thermal hydraulic calculation of the core was carried out with the FLICA 3 code for the whole
core, and for a hot channel of each type of fuel present in the core (standard element and control
element).

The calculations were carried out for several mixed cores.

It can be seen that the removable thermal power on the silicide element is systematically greater than
that calculated on the standard Caramel elements.

2.4.2 - Core in transient thermal hydraulics regimes

The calculations modelling the whole core plus the main coolant system were made using the
SIRENE code, so as to characterise the thermal hydraulic behaviour of the fuel.

The calculations were carried out in three transient situations:

• main coolant system pumps coasted down,

• jamming of an impeller of one of the pumps,

• guillotine break of a pin header
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Five mixed cores were studied in these situations:

It thus appears that the core plates are correctly cooled in all situations.

From the 23 silicide core, the behaviour of the all-silicide core is better than that of the all-Caramel
core with better cooling characteristics.

This is due to the fact that the heat capacities of the cores studied decrease during the conversion. The
silicide core thus discharges the accumulated energy faster than the Caramel core.

2.5 - Studies relating to control rods

The principle adopted for the follower elements is to retain the hafniurn baskets of the Caramel fuel
rods with a slightly different mass and design.

In practice, the "neutron weight" of these two follower elements is comparable, which explains the
possibility of using the Caramel follower elements until the end of conversion to silicide.

By taking the weight of the Hafhiurn basket into account, the whole weighs around 10 kg less. The
flowrate and the hydraulic thrust are comparable. This leads to a corresponding modification of the
control rod counter-weights, to compensate for this variation. Tests were carried out with the new
control rod, in particular to qualify the drop time.

The neutron characteristics of the new control rod were also qualified during specific tests on ISIS.

2.6 - Radiological consequences of accidents

The radiological consequences of a Borax type accident and an accident involving fusion of a fuel
element in air were studied.

The radiological consequences of the fusion of a plate underwater are similar to those of the Borax
accident divided by IO3(the fuel consisting of around 919 fissile plates).

These studies show that the upper-bound accident consists of-

• fusion in air as regards internal exposure to the thyroid,

• the Borax accident for the other cases of exposure.

2.7 - Other studies

Other studies have been conducted on the following points:

• storage and handling,

•reprocessing,

•reactivity accidents,

•behaviour in event of cladding rupture (Epsilon tests at Silod),

•tests in the reactor on fuel assemblies with modified manufacturing specifications,

9etc..
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3 - PROGRESSION OF CONVERSION

The conversion authorised in 1994 began in January 1995 to be ended in November 96 (it remains
only one control rod in Caramel).

The AP measured for the core changed from one cycle to the next, as predicted in the calculation.

4 4

• The neutron parameters changed as predicted. In particular, the flux measured by calorimeter
changed from one cycle to the next to reach the calculated value. This led to gradual adjustments
throughout the year of conversion, of the thermal adjustments of the test devices.

• A fuel assembly was specially equipped with a plate containing five then-nocouples set into the
cladding.

This will make it possible, during the tests planned for May 1997, to validate the plate temperature
changes predicted in the thermal hydraulic calculations for several positions in the core, several
power levels and several transients.

In conclusion, the gradual conversion took place as expected and complied with the initial
predictions.

4 - OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSION

Progressive conversion presents a certain number of disadvantages:

• safety dossier more unwieldy to manage (calculation of a great number of cores),

• more restricted design of new fuel because it must meet certain imposed hydraulic (line loss) or
neutron parameters,

• difficulties throughout the transient period (around I year) for experiments whose parameters are
changed (in particular, gradual increase of around 80% of heating in the core in the case of the
Osiris conversion).

However, this formula, when it is possible, presents a definite financial advantage (minimisation of
reactor modifications and fuel saving) which largely justifies the disadvantages mentioned above.
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